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Theyâ€™re wild, beloved, and all-around fabulous, but with the Sweet Potato Queens, thereâ€™re

just never enough good timesâ€”or enough good eats. Well, now all fabulous women everywhere

can have their own mountains of royal fun and food, because bestselling author and Boss Queen

Jill Conner Browne is revealing her big-ass top secret recipesâ€”and the events that inspired

themâ€”in The Sweet Potato Queensâ€™ Big-Ass Cookbook (and Financial Planner). And, of

course, sheâ€™s dishing up plenty of hilarious stories, including:â€¢ Queenly adventures in

motheringâ€¢The tiniest bit of plastic surgeryâ€¢ The all-true story of the Cutest Boy in the

WorldAnd, oh yes, as promised:â€¢ Sound financial planning. Tip number one: Hope that Daddy

lives forever.
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This book is impossible. You cannot explain it. You cannot describe it. You cannot put it down. You

cannot stop laughing. You cannot not identify with much of it. You cannot stop your friends from

wanting your copy. You cannot stop re-reading it. You cannot stop yourself from trying the recipes.

Other than the above, my advice is grab one for yourself.

This is another laugh-till-you-cry offering from Jill Conner Browne, the Boss Queen of all Sweet

Potato Queens. It was so funny, I read it in one sitting! While not as full of the exploits of the

Tammys as the two previous offerings, Jill skillfully links together her uproariously funny prose with



actual recipes that she has collected or been given. Topics range from her mother moving in with

her (which leads to a need for pie) to the Cutest Boy in the World, whose mother makes the Sweet

Potato Stuff. Buy your very own copy because you'll have to read it more than once, and because

the Queens are opposed to book-loaning, as it cuts into their plastic surgery fund!

I first rented the audio version of this book....after listening to it, I had to go out and buy it for my own

self! Not only was it funny, it had some kick-ass recipes that I just had to try. After I bought it, I had

to buy books for my friends. This is without a doubt, one of the neatest books I've ever had. It is now

tattered...cause I really do use it as a cookbook!!! And can read it...like...forever./ Great read...and

good recipes!

How can you not love a book that offers financial advice like, "There's a lot to be said for rich old

guys with bad hearts and no relatives"? Great recipes and even better anecdotes! Only for those

with a sense of humor, though.Other deliciously funny books: "No One's Even Bleeding" & "Delano"

What a funny book! Sure, a little racy in parts but that's what we expect from our Sweet Potato

Queens! Recipes look yummy, and the financial tips are a hoot. Some of the stories have a real

heart and "teared me right up". Jill Conner Browne, you are my hero. By the way, want to clone that

"Cutest Boy" and send him on up to Cincinnati?

What can I say about this book other then it is the best and you just have to get it! If you are a fan of

the first two, you know how much laughter and fun you are in for. If you have not had the luck of

reading any of Jill's books, you are in for a wonderful ride. The recipies are fabulicious, try the deep

fried pickles!This is a read it all the way though in one sitting 'cause ya can't put it down, call your

girlfiends and tell them to get the book, can't stop laughing to save your life kind of book. You won't

be sorry :)

Hey this skinny melinky kid from the Bronx (me) laughed myself silly through 3 or 4 commutes to

and from work-- loving this book!You can BET I'm gonna make (and eat and G-d help whoever tries

to take a portion of it from me!) all of those recipes -- especially that Hostess Twinky Pie!A great

book with irreverent wit, humor, great cuss words, sensitivity in the right places and a

Boe-Day-Shuss (hey I'm from the Bronx -- we can't spell Southern words) outlook on life and.....

foodies!!



Reading one of these books Is probably enough. I got three of them and they seem very repetitive

in nature. They are amusing, but not anything you would read more than once (the test of a good

book in my opinion). I would never use the recipes in this book. They sound good, but not anything

that would be in anyone's regular diet unless they are so overweight they are housebound!
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